
SECTION X-X SECTION Y-Y

Beam B1 -
178x102x19kg/m U.B
bearing on original external
walland fixed to Beam B7 
as per detail

Beam B2 -
100x200mm C24 built 
into party wall and bearing
on joist hanger fixed to timber
plate shot fired or bolted to
B3

Beam B4 - 100x150mm C24 supporting
purlin via 50x100mm studwork frame 
with studs at 400mm centres.

Beam B5 - 152x152x30kg/m
Universal column supported 
via B6 and bearing on external 
wall via 450x100x20mm m.s
plate bedded in mortar

Beam B6 - 152x152x30kg/m U.C
supported by B7 and bearing on
external wall via 450x100x20mm
m.s plate bedded in mortar

Beam B3 -
203x102x23kg/m U.B
bearing on original external
wall and inner leaf of external 
wall of existing extension and
fixed to Beam B7 as per detail

100mm bearing on inner leaf

100x100mm C24 timber post
supporting the purlin above the stairs
and built into dwarf wall

Beam B7 - 152x152x30kg/m
universal Column with intermediate 
support below from 100x100x6.0mm
S.H.S

50x200mm C24 timber
joists at 400mm centres
with strutting at mid-span

50x100mm C16 timber
joists at 400mm centres

50x100mm C16 timber
joists at 400mm centres

50x100mm C24 timber
joists at 400mm centres

50x200mm C24 timber
joists at 400mm centres
with strutting at mid-span

Beam B7  bearing on 500x100x25mm
m.s plates each end 

Beam B8 - 100x200mm C24 bearing
150mm each end

Beam B9 - 178x102x19kg/m U.B  bearing
200mm each end

Check adequacy of existing
lintels for additional loading

beam bearing 100mm 
on 250x100x15mm m.s plate
bedded in mortar

100x100x6.0mm S.H.S
post supporting ridge
Beam

100x100x6.0mm S.H.S
post providing intermediate
support to ridge beam
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STRUCTURAL LAYOUT

Ridge Beam One - 152x152x30kg/m
universal column spliced at 2.0m
and bearing on 500x100x20mm

m.s plate bedded in mortar at one
end and secured to Ridge Beam two
and steel post as per detail.

Ridge Beam Two - 152x152x30kg/m
universal column spliced bearing 
on steel posts as per detail.

Strap existing ceiling joists to 
new floor joists

100x150mm C16 timber 

lintel

50x200mm C16 joists at 400mm centres
infilled with 150mm celotex insulation and
lined on the underside with a further 40mm

celotex with taped joints and 12.5mm 
plasterboard. 75x50mm firring strips fixed
to joists

780x980mm velux windows
with doubled up rafters to both 
sides  

Floor decking to be

extended into eaves

100mm mineral wool quilt

of min. 10kg/sq.metre laid
over whole of first floor
ceiling

100mm celotex insulation fitted between

the rafters and lined on underside with
a further 60mm celotex with taped joints
25x50mm battens and 12.5mm 

plasterboard

200mm glass fibre insulation laid over
sound insulation at 90 degrees to joist

span

22mm moisture resistant t&g
floor decking.

178x102x19kg/m universal
beam with 200mm bearing 
each end

Cavity tray fitted with
weepholes at 900mm 
centres

100x140mm deep p.s concrete

lintel with 150mm bearing

Window frame to have 
sill level Min. 800mm above

floor level

100mm celotex insulation fitted between
the rafters and lined on underside with

a further 60mm celotex with taped joints
25x50mm battens and 12.5mm 
plasterboard

200mm glass fibre insulation laid over
sound insulation at 90 degrees to joist

span

100mm mineral wool quilt

of min. 10kg/sq.metre laid
over whole of first floor
ceiling

780x980mm velux windows

with doubled up rafters to both 
sides  

50x120mm C16 rafters at

400mm centres at a pitch 
of 12 degrees.

100mm celotex insulation 
fitted between rafters with
a further 60mm celotex
insulation fixed to underside

of rafters with taped joints 
and then lined with 12.5mm 
plaster

100x120mm C16 lintel 

with 150mm bearing

fill cavity with lean mix
concrete up to 225mm below 
d.p.c level

600x200mm 1:2:4 concrete
foundation at depth of good

bearing strata

65mm 1:3 cement/sand screed laid 
over 125 micron polythene over 
100mm celotex insulation with 
taped joints

100mm 1:2:4 concrete slab
cast on 250 micron d.p.m

lapped to d.p.c laid on 
150mm well compacted 
hardcore blinded with
sand

Beam B7

Beam B2

4
7

5

50mm

50mm

10mm end plates welded
in position with 6mm full

profile fillet weld

4 No. M16 grade 8.8

bolts

Connection detail Beam B1& B3 to B7

10mm thick "T" section
cut from steel beam and

welded in position

Beam B1

Connection detail Beam B5 to B6 & B6 to B7

Ridge Beam post & chimney stack support

Ridge Beam Connection Detail

Posts providing intermediate support
to ridge beam and support to Beam B7

50mm

50mm

10mm end plates welded
in position with 6mm full

profile fillet weld

4 No. M16 grade 8.8

bolts

10mm thick "T" section
cut from steel beam and
welded in position

Beam B1

2 No. M12 resin anchors

100mm bearing on party wall

10mm m.s plate 

Fabricate brackets from 75x75x8.0mm

m.s angle with 6mm fillet welds

Ridge level

Ridge Beam

post supporting ridge beam

Beam B7

200x150x10mm m.s plate

welded to base of post with

6.0mm fillet weld

2 No. M16 bolts

200x150x10mm m.s plate

welded to top of post with

6.0mm fillet weld

Chimney stack

2 No. M16 bolts

250x150x10mm m.s plate

welded to top of post with
6.0mm fillet weld

200x100x8.0mm
m.s plate bolted to web
with 4 No. M12 bolts

4 No. M16 bolts

200x100x8.0mm
m.s plate bolted to web

with 4 No. M12 bolts

250x150x10mm m.s plate

welded to top/base of post with
6.0mm fillet weld

4 No. M16 bolts

250x250x20mm m.s plate
welded to base of post with

6.0mm fillet weld

4 No. 200mm resin
anchors

Ridge Beam

Beam B7

1.0x1.0x0.475 metre deep 1:2:4 
concrete foundation at depth of
good bearing strata

Ridge Beam 2

50mm

50mm

10mm end plates welded
in position with 6mm full
profile fillet weld

4 No. M16 grade 8.8

bolts

10mm thick "T" section

cut from steel beam and
welded in position

Ridge Beam 1


